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Introduction
Building your first website can be a daunting task especially if you have limited or no experience of using multiple and diverse software packages. Fortunately we do have that experience
due to 20 years of working with computers and managing the forever changing software that
we use as a business.
There are some important considerations you need to think about before you actually commit
to designing your website or asking someone to do it for you.
We will guide you through this process as you progress through our guides.
You may already be familiar with the subject matter you wish to highlight with your website but
this need not be the case because everything changes or develops so it would be useful if the
foundations of your website can accommodate this. Below are the steps we recommend you
follow in order to arrive at a flexible, manageable website. We have divided the steps into 4
categories, each having sub categories which will overlap into the others and decisions taken in
each part will impact on the others how much this happens will depend on you having a methodical approach to implementation and review of the follow on process. If this is in place
where you start or get inspiration from doesn't really matter. The 4 elements listed are stepping stones to help you arrive at your website vision. Part 1 of this guide gives general information about what you may need to consider if you are going to design and build your own
website.
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Planning
Your initial plan is really a list or ‘wish list’ of things you would like your website to be able to
do or how it will function for you. This will change, as General Irwin Rommel once said “no
plan survives contact with the enemy”.
The table or boxes we have set out on the next page contain some examples to start you off.
The left hand column indicating a possible function you may want to consider and the right
hand column to record more specifically your thoughts and ideas. They are not presented in
any order of importance or priority so don’t worry if you don’t have answers for some of them
the process of going through the list will highlight what you do and don’t know at the moment.
This will help you understand where you need assistance or must have it if you are going to get
a website that works for you. The list only provides a limited number of suggested categories
and you should add any that you feel are also relevant.
Your first test will be whether you can print the next couple of pages or will have to resort to
writing them out by hand. (help 1) Did you know you can copy and paste the text from a PDF
(Portable Document Format) file (except protected files). Then insert the copied text into another program to use and edit it. If you have Microsoft Word or the free Open Office suite you
have everything you need to get started and more as a simple text editor like notepad will do
the job, you may need to do some sorting though. If you go to our website and download the
Cute PDF writer tool, using the link we have provided, you will be able to print your list as a
PDF file and send it others.
The link for your Free Copy of Open Office download is http://download.openoffice.org/ just
copy and paste the coloured text into your web browser and click go or press enter. You can
also type Open Office into Google and it should be top of the list or very near.
Note: There are no active links in this document in order to prevent your virus protection software from blocking it, that means you will have to copy and paste the text into Internet Explorer or other web browser or type it in directly. Our apologies but this is necessary for novice
computer users who might get warning messages they are unsure about.

Functions

Prompt or Explanation

Business Name
Do you already have a business or is this a new
venture or both
Website name (domain name)

www.mysite.co.uk

Do you already have a registered domain name
e.g. personal email address
Domain Host

E.g. Google, WIX etc

If you don’t have one at the moment this is not a
bad thing and may even be more helpful than if
you do have one.
Computer Skills

How good are you with computers?

Be honest with this one if you use a computer at
the moment for anything then you can learn to do
more or do you want to learn more?
Why do I want a website?

Because my friends or competitors have one.

Your reason is not the important factor here but will
determine the level of complexity your website will
need to deliver what you want.
Products

List them below

Do you supply a product or products.
Services

List them below

Do supply a service or services.
Website Functions

What do you want your site to do?

Tell people what I do or can do,
sell my product (a shop),
I want people in my business to use it for..
Advertising

How do you advertise at the moment?

How will you get people to see your website
People

Who will use your website?

I want my friends colleagues to...
Permissions
Do you need permission to use brand or trade
names.
Images and Photos
Do you have photos of products or images to make
your website more interesting.

Do you have digital photos? Start collecting.

Functions

Prompt or Explanation

Copy or Text
Do you already have literature that use?
What software do you currently have?

List everything you have.

Write a full list for this one as you may need quite a
lot of different programs if you want to fully manage or update your website.
Jargon

Take a look at page 9 to get a feel for what is out
there.

How good are you with the jargon used with computers and programs?
Measurement
Consider how you will measure the effectiveness of
how your website is performing.
Do you want sell online?
Make sure you are familiar with distance selling
regulations.
Terms & Conditions of Sale
What you see as your responsibility and what is the
responsibility of your customer.
Returns
How will you manage errors, product problems and
buyers just not liking what they have received.
Business Hours
Contact Information
Give your visitors a way of contacting you that is
good for you but is also easy for them.
Maps
Do you need visitors to your website to also find
you and visit your premises.
Videos
Guides
How can I help my customer or visitor?
As previously mentioned this list is not limited by the content provided here and there are probably other
topics you may be interested in finding out about. Give us a call or email us at newsite@i4details.co.uk

Image Content
Image, Photo what is the difference? non really they are terms that are both used to describe a
picture or graphic now you have another two words for the same thing. This is jargon at work
all of these terms my be used to describe a photo and quite a lot more are in use when you
start looking at formats. Whilst there is definitely someone out there who will insist that they
are all different don’t worry about it. The most important thing is to start collecting or producing them. We have categorised them into Images and Photos as we use each term respectively
to describe a picture that maybe used for backgrounds or aesthetics on your website and the
other to describe pictures that will be used in their own right to show products, places or people.
The image at the top of this page was created from a photo, an image and text. They all existed in their own right before being brought together as above. See the example below.

As you can see this has been edited in the following way background changed to a lighter grey
and text moved to the right hand side. Because the 3 pieces have now been joined together as
an image it can be resized larger or smaller without losing or changing it too drastically. We
have so many images and photos now we have to store them on their own computer.
Why bother if they are all the same? Let us demonstrate:

The image above was modified whilst this document was being written and took less than 60
seconds to do. As you can see they all have the same origin but they look quite different and
provide different impact levels.

The important thing here is to start collecting images and photos that you may want to use
on or with your website, don’t forget about electronic literature like this guide. If you don’t
have these your website will be a fairly boring place to be. Start collecting remember we have
a significant library of images and photos already and can help you with this.

Text Content
The text on your website is arguably the most important part as far as search engines (how
Google list your website) are concerned. Having said that we have seen a single page website
almost void of any real text, so basically an image, doing quite well when it comes to appearing
in the searches people do to find services on the internet. However Google say they search
websites for relevant content and use this to rank websites when people search for something.
So back to the task in hand, text, this is what you write on your website to tell visitors what
you do, how you do it and why you are good, better or the best at what you do. Avoid using
the last adjective best as this could get you into trouble if you are not. If you have existing literature that you use this could be reused on your website or partly. We can help you with this
but a good starting point is to see how others in your business area do it. Don’t copy it you
may end up on the wrong side of copyright laws but do use it for inspiration and ideas.
We use Latin text to fill out areas where text would be useful or necessary and to set out areas
in your website to assess how it will look.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
The text above is a sample of the Latin that we use to design how it will look on the page. This
is an important part of the overall appearance of your website, that and the font you use to
display it. The example above is in the font Times New Roman where as the text on this page is
in Verdana however they are both in font size 11, do you see much difference?
One rule that really is worth observing is keeping the text relevant to what you are doing and
only worry (a little) about not having enough text don’t worry at all about having too much.
You may also want to think about the information you can provide for your visitors to download
and look at or pass to their friends the more people that get to know about your website the
better.
This is probably enough about text for now so on to the next topic.
Note:
If spelling is not your strong suit be very careful when using a spell checker program
as they only check the spelling of a word not its correct meaning e.g. here or hear will pass
through but colour will always show up unless your spell checker is set to UK English as the
USA spell it color. You also may have to add the word to your custom dictionary so if you are
unsure about the spelling of a word check it in a good old fashioned dictionary. To prove this is
still fact copy this paragraph into an email and change the underlined words suit to site, not to
knot, may to my, only to pony and then check it, we have.

Look & Feel
This is a very subjective area and everyone that visits your website will have a different opinion
of the how it looks and on the way they interact with it. What you can do to minimise negative
reactions is to make sure that it functions correctly i.e. things work links to pages, photos and
email, navigating your website is easy and quick to search and get information. Have you ever
been on a website that sends you in an almost never ending circle without finding or achieving
a satisfactory result. No, then go to one of the biggest e-bay and try and find out information
about selling an item or better still Microsoft and ask for a solution to any problem you might
have had with your computer. Both of these websites are custom designed by experts to look
good and to provide the visitor with information, which there is in abundance, but never what
you want to know or find irrespective of how direct the query or search is. Both rely heavily on
forums of people who use the websites to explain to new arrivals how to find things. If you
don’t think this is true take a look at the ‘Complete Idiots Guide to Selling, Second Edition’ one of the contributors to the forum groups we mentioned put this piece together simply
because the information wasn’t easy to find for someone new to e-bay. Read it, if you want to,
but it is 6 pages of back to back text and e-bay jargon, but credit, where credit is due, a remarkable achievement by the author. We applaud the author but isn’t this really the responsibility of e-bay? Good job the concept of the website caught on as the functionality is poor, poor
and poorer still. The point being made here is, as designers of your website, it is your responsibility to make sure your visitors find what they want to find. (Sorry for the observation)
Simple, easy and accurate navigation are functions your website should have, this will minimise
any dislike of the colours, images and overall look of your website, visitors have. The best websites provide function over looks every time and prove this by being at the top of searches.
What will please your visitors in the way your site looks can be developed with their help but
first you have to get them there and make sure they find, what it is, they are looking for.
Finding inspiration for how your website will finally appear, there is nothing better than checking what your competitors are doing or how others do things even different businesses to your
own. After all you want yours to stand out from the rest.
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Make sure you stay on the mailing list to get your copy!

If you are thinking of selling on eBay you may find the following very helpful.
Whilst the content is very useful and the person undertaking the task, very thorough I personally found
it too much. The links are genuine and if you copy and paste them into your browser you should be able
to read them. This assumes that they have not been removed by eBay. The guide goes on for another 6
pages so be warned.
Complete Idiots Guide To Selling, Second Edition Jul 3, 2007 11:01 PM
Starting out as a seller on eBay can be a little daunting and confusing, the aim of this guide is to try and explain it in real English,
and break down some of the more advanced stuff into chunks, and terms that you can understand. I know that some of the wording
may still be a little obscure, or difficult to understand, but if after reading this your still having trouble remember to ask away. There
is no such thing as a stupid question. There is a fair bit to read through, but even if you need to read it over a number of sessions
remember its here for you, and the more you know the better your sales can be. Feel free at this point to go and brew a cuppa so that
you're nice and comfortable. I would at this point like to thank the countless cups of tea and cigarettes that gave themselves to make
this guide possible. Ok first up, common slang terms used here on the discussion boards, and in listings: FVF - Final Value Fee
Bump - Bring Up My post (to move your thread to the top) NPB - None Paying Buyer (fairly obvious) NPS - None Performing
Seller (they don’t do what they should) BNWL - Brand new with labels (price tags don’t really count, this means brand tags) BNIB As above but boxed MIB - Mint in box TOS - Terms of Service BIN – Buy it now (an option to set a price to buy it without bidding,
you need 10 feedback, buying or selling, before you can do this) BBL – Blocked Bidders List Shill Bidding - Using a friends or fake
account to try and bump up the final price of an item. (Very naughty thing to do, and can get you banned) Keyword Spamming –
adding words to your description that don’t apply to what your selling (for example, “Nike trainers for sale, NOT Addidas, Puma,
FILA, other brand” again naughty and not allowed) NR - No reserve price (the starting price is as listed) S&H – Shipping and handling (basically P&P plus a small charge to pay for your trip to the post office) LOL - Laugh Out Loud (chat speak slang) Pinks eBay staff, called pinks because their posts are highlighted this colour ADD A PHOTO! Ok it may seem obvious to some, but it’s a
great idea to show people exactly what they are bidding on, even show multiple angles for larger or intricate pieces. Don't have a top
-notch camera? Ok 3 ways are simple and easy. First is the standard digital camera, anything from 2MP (mega pixels) up will give
people a decent view of the item, to be fair, cameras are only about £30 for a basic model, and newer mobile phone cameras can take
pictures of high enough quality) Second is the Ghetto Digital Cam: get a cheap disposable camera, take all the shots you want and/or
need, and get it developed on a Kodak photo CD, it costs about £5 but its a good investment for how much a picture will increase the
value. Last up: If your items flat, Use a scanner! Again obvious, but sometimes only once someone points it out. The only time this
wont apply is with fabric items, they must absorb the light or something because they just come out as a black mass. A good photo
tip I read right here on eBay: Rather than get some crazy light set up for Uber pro looking photo's, if you’ve got a white bath, use
that! It gives great lighting, and provides the big white background you need! DESCRIBE YOUR ITEM WELL! Again obvious but
so many people out there don’t bother. If your selling a Fender Strat with a huge amp, don’t just say electric guitar and amp, give
specifics, the year, colour, condition, country of origin (in some cases) size, and any extras you might be throwing in regardless of
how small it is, hell even give some history on the piece, the more people know, the more they will want the item. The reason I use
the Fender Strat as an example, the country of origin can double the value of the guitar, and this applies for a lot of items. CREATE
AN ABOUT ME PAGE! You don’t need any HTML skills, a degree in the inner workings of computers, or know the entire history
of the common spoon. It’s all laid out for you nice and simple, just fill in the form which you can find here: https://
signin.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?SignIn&UsingSSL=1&pUserId=&co_partnerId=2&siteid=3&ru=http%3A%2F%
2Fcgi3.ebay.co.uk%3A80%2Fws%2FeBayISAPI.dll%3FAboutMeLogin%26AboutMeLogin%3D%26guest%
3D1&pp=pass&pageType=570&i1=0 and include what you want. It’s a great place to feature your TOS and tell people a bit about
yourself. Its a small piece of customer care that a lot of people love to see, plus it saves putting the same old stuff in every auction,
just put a link to your page. If you want something more flash, one of the American ebayers was nice enough to create this http://
www.ambassadorboard.net/hosting/free-form.php just fill in your details, and post it as HTML in your me page creator, all you need
to do is hold down your left mouse button and drag your cursor (the thing you point at stuff with) over all of the text it gives you,
then let go of the left mouse button, now put your cursor (pointy thing) over the text that should now be blacked out, press the right
mouse button. A drop down box will appear, select “copy” by clicking it with your left mouse button, now go to the HTML box in
the me page creator, and delete the word “default” right click your mouse, and this time select paste, that’s it your all done! If you
need help with this just ask. It also works for creating flash looking auction listings. How to get pictures to put in there is further
down this page. THE RIGHT PRICE! Believe it or not, knocking 1p off of your starting price will save you in listing fees. Rather
than sell an item for £5 set it at £4.99 and save about 15p on your listing. You can find out exactly how much it costs to use each
starting price here: http://pages.ebay.co.uk/help/sell/fees.html LAYING IT OUT! Another way to save money on your listing. Don’t
use a listing designer; just make your ad eye catching. A well Laid out advert will get you more interest than a pretty pattern around
the outside. If you absolutely can’t do without the border, use turbo lister, it adds them for free, that’s another 7p saved! You can
also use the link I gave for creating a me page, just remember to enter it as HTML (the random looking text it gives you) in the

HTML part, there is a little tab for it beside the plain text one, right above where you type in your text. Ok next on the list, BE HONEST! Ok again seems obvious, but its better to be honest and get slightly less for the item, than to lie and get a negative mark on
your feedback. Even when your honest about the condition you’d be surprised how well it may do, as an example, a couple of years
ago I sold a pair of “New Rock” boots, they had a hole in both heels, and a few scuff marks, they still sold for £60 and the buyer was
happy, if I had lied about the condition they would have left negative feedback and demanded a refund. NOTHING IS EVER UNTESTED! Ok most of the experienced ebayers know that untested means knackered, some unlucky newbie buyer might not, but its
true. But don’t say that it’s knackered, because someone may be able to do something with it, list it as for spares or repair. Only ever
say its untested if your at least 70% (minimum) certain that it will work, a happy buyers going to come back. An unhappy one will
give you feedback that is as useful at what you sold them. RAPID DELIVERY! Ok if you look at my TOS you'll see that I say to
wait for 5 days minimum for a cheque to clear. This is actually a lie; I post most items that sell for less than £10 the same day I receive the cheque. The reason I say wait for clearance is so that the guys with bad feedback don’t moan when I wait for the cheque to
clear! It costs more than £10 for them to bounce the cheque so no fool is going to willingly bounce a £9 when it costs £15 when it
goes wrong. This gets you really good feedback from surprised buyers who have often the item quicker than they imagined they
would. Again a happy buyer will come back! DONT BE SCARED OF THE NEWBIES! Ok for some reason a lot of sellers have a
newbie phobia (as I’m sure some of you noticed when you first joined) Don’t worry about the newbies, 9/10 they try harder to make
things go smoothly because they want their first star, and don’t want anything to go wrong with their first purchase! I have only ever
had three none payers, all but one had 100 + feedback, newbies push up your prices, pay quickly, and communicate well, take advantage of that! START OUT WITH A FEEDBACK SCORE! One tip that will help you sell, before you start out, buy a few cheap
items to gain some feedback. We all have to start out somewhere but not all buyers care about that and will not buy from someone
with 0 feedback. Remember thought that 50 glowing positives from one seller, only counts as 1 feedback on your overall score,
DONT BE INTIMIDATED BY THE VETERANS! Ok say for instance you only accept cheques and postal orders, if someone with
100,000,00 feedback demands to pay be pay pal, tell them no, its their own fault they didn’t read your TOS and by bidding they
agreed to do business the way YOU set it out. Just because they have been here longer, doesn’t mean their right. DON’T CRIPPLE
YOUR OWN PROFITS! Ok one thing I’ve seen, and love to take advantage of is that loads of people only accept PayPal. Not everyone has, or wants to use PayPal, so your item will get far less bids. Look in the video games section for the best example of this,
the exact same title, in the exact same condition will get double the bids if they accept multiple payment methods. I’ve managed to
get extremely rare titles for far less than there worth by using this to my advantage; don’t let yourself get ripped off the same way!
Yes I know I'm kind of spoiling my own chances here but as much as I take advantage of it, it irritates me to see it happen. DON’T
GET RIPPED OFF ON POSTAGE! The “new way” of posting items is to use pre paid labels that you can print off through eBay;
this will NOT save you any time since you need to get the item weighed anyway. Support your local post office or it may be one of
the thousands set to close this year. Then where will your local chavs cash their giro!? If you don’t want to use royal mail this thread
on the payments and postage boards gives a list of couriers: http://forums.ebay.co.uk/thread.jspa?
threadID=1100033616&tstart=0&mod=1183006087524 try to avoid parcels to go though they have a very poor reputation for the
condition of goods when they arrive, most people have dubbed them “parcels to throw” NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER
OF THE TV! Ok sounds crazy, but the last thing you want to be doing is selling an England shirt that finishes half way through an
England mach, the last hour of your auction is the frenzy hour where bids get into silly season. Take note of what’s on TV, and
guess how popular it is. For instance my target audience is aged 16 - 30. These people like big brother, sports, some soaps, and go to
school/college/work so I cater may sales time around that. Most of my stuff ends either on a weekend, or at about 8pm ish. This way
there’s no sport, the 6-7 Channel 4 stuff has finished, the soaps are over, and most people are home and often surfing out of boredom. DONT USE A RESERVE! Ok a lot of people hate reserve prices, and will give up trying to guess how much you want for it
after a while. The minimum reserve price is now £50 and eBay will charge you 2% of the final value ON TOP of your final value
fee. If you want £50 for an item, save yourself the cash and hassle and start it at £50. FREE PICTURES! Yep that’s right you can
have all the pictures of your item you want without paying for a single one. How? Well it’s pretty simple, and like before, you don’t
need any skill with HTML although you may need to ask for some help from a nerd, but honestly it’s easy. First thing you need,
pictures obviously, scanned into your PC by one of the methods I mentioned earlier, next you'll need your own web space. A lot of
companies offer free web pages as part of your Internet package; others will give you one for free. The best one to use right now is
photo bucket, http://www.photobucket.com/ Next you upload your pictures to your site, that’s the bit you may need a NERD/10 year
old for. Now open your site up, and look for the images you want. If your using Photobucket, click on the picture you want to use.
Position your cursor (pointy thing) over the picture and click your right mouse button, a little list will drop down, select COPY. Now
go to the advert your making, and right click again, now select PASTE anywhere on your advert. AND LOOK! A picture, in your
AD that you haven’t paid a penny to use! That’s another 12p per picture saved! Abuse this to your hearts content, just remember not
to use too many pictures, the more there are, the longer it will take for your advert to load. RELIST YOUR ITEM! Another that
some people don’t know. If your item hasn’t sold first time around, rather than making a new advert, simply re-list it, so long as you
only re-list one, and it sells that time, its free! Just don’t re-list it more than once, its better to make a new AD with more pictures
and posh words because you’re going to have to pay to re-list it. NEGATIVE FEEDBACK CAN BE A GOOD THING! No I’m not
senile, I’m not old enough. Believe it or not, a lot of buyers and sellers will judge you better, by how you reply to poor feedback,
than they will to 50 pages of good feedback. Just make sure your reply is factual, and not insulting, and reasonable (no lies or Santa

will knee-cap you) HELP IVE SOLD EVERYTHING I OWN AND NOW IM EATING OUT OF A PAPER CUP! Ok just because
you’ve sold everything that’s nailed down, there’s no need to panic or run tot he closest wholesaler. The best places to get new stock
are: CHARITY SHOPS, your supporting others AND getting new stuff to sell, and hey maybe even replace the furniture you sold!
CAR BOOT SALES, Ok now headless Barbie wont get you much outside of the fetish community, but you can get some really
great stuff from car booties, a lot of people are clearing out their old stuff but are scared of E-bay, take advantage of it! SCHOOL
FETES: A weird thing I've noticed about these things is that they are somehow able to sell the latest PC for 50p, and if you ask
nicely, or haggle, they will throw in a new TFT monitor too. Ok maybe that’s an exaggeration but they have great stuff, for the
equivalent of a 6 year olds life savings. GO GRAB A BARGAIN AND HELP THE KIDS! DONT BE A TIGHT SOD! Ok this is a
request rather than advice, a lot of charities want your used stamps, as a seller your going to get a lot of them, even the standard 1st
class stamps are worth something to them. So fill an envelope with them, leave a small border around them and send them off, if you
don’t know who to support, here is the address of the one I support, and it will only cost you the price of the stamp you use to post
it! Leukaemia Research Fund 43 GT Ormond Street London WC1N 3JJ GOOD MONEY FOR OLD CRAP Ok now that tank top
you found in your gran's attic might look like the worst thing you’ve ever seen, but some punk somewhere will give it a good home
if you make a good advert, and you should be able to by the time you’ve made it this far down the Page! Here’s a true story, my
brother in law came home from work one day and pulled into his drive. He ran over an old tomato soup tin, so for a laugh he sold it
as a modern art sculpture and made a quick £10. Another guy I know buys all the music mags he can, cuts out every article, and
separates it into different groups and interests and puts them in different bags. He then sells the bags (once full) to the Americans for
£20 a shot. That’s right he makes money on an Asda bag full of old paper! DO WHAT YOU DO BEST! I don’t know much about
what music is collectible, or what classic trainers are worth a mint, so I don’t try to buy or sell them. If you know antiques, specialise
in them. Good with pet supplies? There’s a market for them too! MAKE A NAME FOR YOURSELF! Ok so you’ve been selling
modern art for the past year, but your user name is something like "Uber CD Seller" change it! The only thing that changes is your
name; everything else including feedback follows you. You MAY however (I may be wrong however) need to remake your Me
page, but if you’re changing what you specialise in you will want to do that anyway. I have had 3 ID’s and each has in some way
reflected what I sell, you read my ID and you know exactly what I sell (most of the time) NEVER CLOSE EARLY Ok one thing
that comes up on a regular basis is people asking them to sell them the item their selling for X amount if they finish the auction
early. THIS IS RARELY A GOOD IDEA. People who want you to do this usually fall into one of 2 groups. First is someone who
knows the true value of your item, and want to get it cheap before the last hour frenzy kicks in. The other is a rival seller who wants
you to close the auction so that their item will get more attention, you will never see the money from that group. SOME COMPANY
KEEPS GIVING ME FREE STUFF I DONT WANT! Ok Guinness keeps sending me stuff, and as you know Guinness stuff is
pretty collectable. So what I do is I save it for a few months so that most people who have received one have either sold or lost
theirs. Then I list it and make a fortune from both the British and American collectors! If you get free stuff, make the most of it! I’ve
seen people selling the free pens that the makers of Viagra send out sell them for up to £5, that’s pure profit! NEVER TRADE
ANYTHING IN! Ok a lot of companies now offer trade ins on loads of stuff like Games, DVD's, Videos, and old people. They will
never offer you as much as you'll get if you sell it on here, seriously, go ask blockbuster how much they will give you on your DVD,
then sell it on here, and see how big the difference is, sure it means waiting for the money, but its going to be more. DONT PAY
OVER THE ODDS FOR YOUR ADVERT Ok I’ve already said how to save money on photo's and listing designer, but there are
other ways too. Think about how often a bold listing title will catch your eye compared to one that’s all in capital letters, sure it annoys some people if you use all caps, but its free! Another is that little coloured band they charge you to have, I never pay attention
to them, using a gallery listing is money better spent! Just lay it out well, abuse the free photo idea, and make your description stand
out, give good rates of P&P and gallery listing. The only thing in that list you’ve paid for is the gallery. But be warned, if you keyword Spam, I will personally write to Jesus to make sure he punishes you for it! LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP! Ok as much as you
want to make a million before your X years old, don’t try and get it all at once. Before you try to sell your item at what YOU think
its worth, look at who else is selling it. If yours is in better condition, start yours higher, if not, use the same or less. It might mean a
lower profit margin, but at least it will sell! IT’S WORTH THE WAIT! Ok this is one that not everyone will agree with, but if I have
an item that I know will sell well on a Saturday, I list it on Wednesday, and let it run for 10 days. This lets the people who are
searching for that item a better chance of seeing your listing, but it means you'll have two weekends for people to find it, and there
are more buyers out here on a weekend! The drawback to this is that not everyone is willing to wait for the longer duration of the
listing so may go to a rival instead. DONT FLOOD THE MARKET! Ok this is just good business sense. If you’ve got 10 of the
same thing to sell, don’t list them all at once! If people have the choice of 5 identical items, they will go for the cheapest, which
means less overall profit. There’s ways around this. Only list one. THEN once the auction is over, if the bids are high, issue second
chance offers to the best 2 - 3 bidders. Then list your next one, and keep doing this till they’re all gone. HELP IVE GOT A NONE
PAYER! Well this happens to the best of us, don’t panic or jump in and nag them right away! Instead send a payment reminder, if
that doesn’t work, send a mail reminding them that they have entered into a legally binding contract by bidding on your item. If
these fail, phone them! Get their phone number here http://cgi3.ebay.co.uk/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?MemberSearchShow and give
them a call, you will be surprised how often this scares them into paying! SAVE YOURSELF SOME HASTLE For some reason,
I’ve noticed that some sellers don’t list their full address. If you want people to mail you payment, they need to know where to send
it, so rather than waiting for them to email you to ask where to send it, make sure your address is already there in your profile, this

will also cut down on the number of none paying bidders! OTHER WAYS OF GETTING PAID! Ok not everyone trusts pay pal so
they don’t accept it. Some buyers may want to pay by bank transfer. DONT PANIC, they are not trying to rip you off, they don’t
need any more info from you, than is on any cheque you send out. All they need is you bank name, your account number, and sort
code, look at your cheque book, this info is on every single cheque! Please remember though if you use PayPal, send the item by a
traceable means, or a dishonest buyer could get a refund by claiming it never arrived. The only way of preventing this is with proof
that you sent it by supplying a tracking number. DONT BE RIPPED OFF! Ok so someone has asked to pay through some third
party, and for the item to be sent to their friend/relative/company/poodle who just happen to live abroad. This is always a con! It
happens ALOT on high value items like laptops, and mobile phones. Don’t even trust western union. Only accept traditional means
like pay pal, cheque, cash, postal order, and DIRECT bank transfers. Anything else is probably going to end badly! BAD DAYS
HAPPEN! One day, and one morning every week is a bad day to sell! All Day Sunday for some mystery reason E-bay is full of bugs
and glitches, nobody is quite sure why this happens, maybe is gods wrath for listing on a holy day, I’m not sure, but Sundays can be
touchy, the best day on a weekend to sell is a Saturday. The morning that’s bad is Friday, this is when E-bay gets its updates and
repairs done, it usually starts on the morning and ends at about 2pm ish, sometimes earlier. HELP IVE LOST HIS ADDRESS! Ok
this annoys the crap out of me, and I’m sure I'm not the only one, a seller sends an email to let me know that my item will be delayed
because they have lost my address, and need to email me for it a second time round (this works when your buying too!) Where it
says stuff like mark paid, and leave feedback e.c.t. there’s a little arrow, click on this and a small drop down box will appear. Now
select "View Payment Status" This will take you to a page that shows both yours and their addresses for you to use. EXPORTING
DVD’S AND VIDEO GAMES! Ok one thing people forget is that with a few exceptions these items are “region locked” we are
PAL and Region 2. America is NTSC and Region 1. Be sure to point out in big bold colourful writing that your item is PAL
(console games) or Region 2 (DVD) and will not work on a standard American player. You don’t need to worry about this for
Europe or Australia. PC and Nintendo DS games are not region locked, but remember to mention if they are in another language
other than English. LIST IN THE RIGHT CATEGORY! Ok another one I like exploit for my own profit and pleasure. Quite often
people list their items in the wrong category. Before you even think about hitting the proceed button, make sure you have it in the
right category, if your selling a tea pot in the plates section your not going to get too many bidders. Double and triple check it if your
memory isn’t good, if your memory is awful, make a note to reassure yourself that you have checked it, remember to throw the note
away afterwards. Just make sure it’s in the right place. MAKE SURE YOU SPELL YOUR ITEM CORRECTLY! Once again big
profit potential if you’re a buyer, bad if you’re a seller. If you’re selling a Dog and list it as an Ogd (please don’t though, you’re not
allowed to sell live animals on eBay, it makes baby jeebus cry) it is not going to show up when people search for your item. So as
before double, triple, and quadruple check (leave yourself a note.) CROSS-PROMOTE ITEMS! If your selling two items that compliment each other remember to mention them in your listing. For example, your selling a pair of new football boots, mention the
shin guards your also selling in the listing, and vice versa. Don’t however plug your teapot; chances are your customer doesn’t care.
EBAY SHOPS! The question “Do I need a shop?” is quite common, if your reading this then the answer is most likely “not yet” If
your just starting out, its likely that your only listing a few items here and there, a shop is for those who list a dozen items or more
per week. If you do however fall into that group, you can find the full list of fee’s here: http://pages.ebay.co.uk/help/sell/
storefees.html Weigh up the cost of auctions V’s shop items and see if its worth it for you. Remember though that you will still need
to list a few items in traditional auctions to help promote your shop. And once you have one, remember to plug it in every auction
you list. Remember that your shop items will all be “buy it now” you wont have the option to allow people to bid on them, which
could potentially hurt your profits. WAITING FOR YOUR LISTING TO APPEAR! Nothing on eBay comes quickly, the staff take
regular siestas, the auctions spends weeks at a time waiting for a buyer, just sitting about, customer services, well lets not mention
them…. Your item also likes to take its time showing up, and depending on what it is can take anything from minutes, to days to
show up. If you want to know why, or how long you can expect to wait this thread is a great place to look: http://forums.ebay.co.uk/
thread.jspa?threadID=1100084977&tstart=0&mod=1183413342416 as always feel free to ask them questions, they are a friendly
bunch. BLOCK THE IDIOTS! Ok eBay like the rest of the world is full of idiots, and scam artists, you may at some point encounter
these people. Rather than give them the thrashing they deserve it is considered more civilised to block them from bidding on your
auctions. You can block up to 1000 of these people at any time, to add someone to your list go here: http://cgi1.ebay.co.uk/ws/
eBayISAPI.dll?bidderblocklogin (you may need to log in) If one slips through the cracks you can cancel their bid here: http://
offer.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?CancelBidShow You can also set up a criteria that bidders need to meet in order to buy from
you by following the instructions on this page: http://pages.ebay.co.uk/help/sell/buyer-requirements.html EBAY AND FEEPAY
HAND IN HAND IN HARMONY! EBay like money, or more specifically they like YOUR money. With the exception of buying,
almost everything you do will incur some kind of fee or another. You pay a certain amount o list your item, and once the item has
been sold, you need to pay a final value fee. You can find a full list of eBay's demands here: http://pages.ebay.co.uk/help/sell/
fees.html you need to pay these at the end of each month. I strongly suggest using either PayPal or cheque to do this, as their direct
debit system has been known to cause a lot of headaches. Also remember that eBay own Paypal so they will also charge you for
receiving money. WORLD WIDE POSTAGE! It can be intimidating to export your goods, but it’s not all that different from selling
within your home country. Just remember that you will need to charge more for postage, and its best to accept PayPal for these to
avoid banking charges to convert the currency. Unless you’re selling large heavy items, there’s not really much reason not to, so
long as you have PayPal of course. It wont cost you any extra, and extra bidders can never be a bad thing. There are 3 options for

where you intend to sell your goods, and you can set these in your listings. They are; UK only, Worldwide, and UK plus the selected
countries. You can set these in the postage costs section of your listing. Remember though if you only want to sell to the UK and one
or two other countries, DO NOT select worldwide, select “UK and the following countries” Remember that surface mail can take a
long time (weeks to months depending on where its going), so airmail is probably your best bet. SECURITY MARKS Sometimes a
cheeky blighter will try to convince you that you’ve sent them a broken or defective item, when in fact it’s a completely different
one that they happened to have (yours is a replacement for example) and that they want a refund. Don’t get me wrong there are
plenty of defective things sold regularly without the seller realising. How to stop this? Its really quite simple, all you need is a UV
pen, which you can buy for £1 here on eBay, and a UV light, which is about £10 either here on eBay or from a high street shop. The
UV pen is invisible to the naked eye so your buyer wont see it, but put it somewhere discreet anyway, just a signature, or little mark
that you will recognise. This way when they send it back you will know for sure that the item was yours. More details here: http://
forums.ebay.co.uk/thread.jspa?messageID=403580696&forumID=3002#403580696 HOW COME I DON’T HAVE THOSE EXTRA SETS OF STARS LIKE OTHER SELLERS? This is the DSR, or Detailed seller rating. Once 10 of your buyers have rated you
using this system (when they leave feedback) they will be shown. Its another reason (other than Santa’s list) to be honest with your
buyers, and efficient and friendly. Its not just negative feedback you need to worry about now. It’s how people rate your service. So
long as you’re a good seller you don’t need to worry about this but for more info on it if you are, here is eBay’s explanation of it.
http://pages.ebay.co.uk/help/feedback/detailed-seller-ratings.html CHEAP PACKAGING! Remember that packing supplies don’t
need to be expensive. First up the majority of items don’t need a jiffy bag. Its far cheaper to buy brown paper and bubble wrap here
on eBay than its is for a jiffy bag that comes in pre-set sizes. You can also get free bubble wrap if you’re willing to be cheeky. Many
supermarkets and electrical stores get a boat load of bubble wrap going spare that they are usually more than willing to give you if
your brave enough to ask. Also if you need heavy duty packaging for a small item, the box’s that washing tablets come in are nigh
on indestructible, even the supermarket own brand ones. Stuff them with newspaper or packing materials and you’ve got a cheap
way to send fragile items. SAVE TIME IN YOUR LISTINGS! Ok I've told you how to copy and paste text, if you sell a lot of one
item, or even just one type of item, you can save time with your listings by cutting and pasting the text to a word document. Save it
to your desktop, or somewhere else that you will easily remember, and you can save time by simply pasting your commonly used
stuff into each advert to save you doing it over and over again. DON’T GET SCAMMED! One common scam to look out for on
high value items. You may get asked to end your auction early, and in return the buyer will offer far higher than the market value,
generally they will then to ask if they can pay by western union, and they will arrange the courier. They will send you a link to show
that the money is waiting for you. The really cheeky ones will ask you to send the item yourself to their friend, or relative in Nigeria.
This is basically a con, the cash isn’t really there, and you will never see your item again if you send it. This can also happen at the
end of an auction but the majority that I’ve seen have asked the seller to end early. The main target of these scams are either mobile
phones, or laptops. A more detailed thread again is: http://forums.ebay.co.uk/thread.jspa?
threadID=1100101100&tstart=40&mod=1183413474906 DELIVERY COSTS! To save you time and effort in working out your
postage costs, its is worth investing in a pair of scales that weigh in grams and kilo’s. This way you can get an idea of how much it
will set you back to send it. Kitchen scales are fine, I personally use a plastic set of kitchen scales, and they are accurate enough to
get the job done. Once you know mow much it weighs you can find out the price here: ftp://ftp.royalmail.com/Downloads/public/ctf/
rm/Price_Guide_FINAL_26Jan07.pdf You can get adobe acrobat to read it, if you need help getting hold of it let me know, it’s a
free programme for home use and invaluable for the internet as a whole. Next you need a size guide, you can pick them up from the
post office for free, this will let you know the size of the package for royal mails new rates. ADD YOUR PAYMENT ADDRESS!
Obviously if your accepting cheques and postal orders, people need to know where to send their payment, the fairy post box is no
longer a viable option so they need your address for this. Click on “MY EBAY” on the left hand side under “MY ACCOUNT” is the
“ADDRESSES” link, click on that and fill out your postal address in the second box (Under registration address) Don’t worry, the
only people who will ever see your postal address are eBay and your buyers. PROTECT YOUR CUSTOMERS IDENTITY! Ok this
is massively important. Anything with your buyers name and address on it needs to be shredded. With Identity theft on the rise you
cannot be too careful. A cross shredder is best, but any will do so long as your destroying that information (After you’ve used it to
send them their item of course, leave a note to remind yourself if your forgetful) This isn’t required but a good seller takes care of
their customers. BUYER PROTECTION! If your going to use PayPal, you really should get yourself verified, this gives your customer a measure of reassurance that you’re an honest seller, its also really easy to do, you ask to be verified, they deposit 2 small
amounts into your bank account, and then you report back what those amounts were. It’s that simple. This is also more important
now that eBay will only protect buyers that have paid via PayPal. It’s obvious why when you know that they own the PayPal service, but regardless you need to give this reassurance to your buyers. As always a happy buyer comes back, and in this instance, is
more likely to buy in the first place. PAYPAL T&C The last thing, but most important that you need to know about PayPal is what
they can, and cannot do, but more importantly what they will make you do. There is far too much for me to type here without doubling the size of this guide, but please, please, please take the time to read through this page: https://www.paypal.com/uk/cgi-bin/
webscr?cmd=xpt/ua/EUUA-outside and make sure that you pay particular attention to section 4. It’s a pain in the backside, but a
valuable service so it’s worth knowing about, especially when things go wrong. THE FINAL PART OF THIS GUIDE! One last
strong recommendation before I wrap this up. At some point in the last few years some idiot decided it would be cute to add a talking widget to their advert. This idea sadly caught on, usually taking the form of the wizard from Microsoft Office. Buyers HATE it, I

hate it, and if you use one, everyone you have ever known will hate you for using it. Its not cute, it makes your advert take ages to
load, and the day I find out who that first person was I’m going to take the (somewhat blunt) pen that eBay were nice enough to send
me, and kill them with it. OTHER USEFUL THREADS FOR YOU TO LOOK AT! Some of these have already been linked to in
the guide, but its useful to have them together so you can find them quickly. All of them I consider a worth while read, some of them
cover one or more of the issues in this guide, but in greater detail. ARE YOU NEW TO THE BOARDS? - by 1titchfield http://
forums.ebay.co.uk/thread.jspa?threadID=1200048798&tstart=40&mod=1183416630148 PayPal Fraud Prevention Tips For Sellers/
Buyers - by eBay http://forums.ebay.co.uk/thread.jspa?threadID=58159&tstart=0&mod=1068479610966 How to deal with scam
buyers - By **peaseblossom** http://forums.ebay.co.uk/thread.jspa?threadID=1100101100&tstart=40&mod=1183413474906 If
You Cannot See Your Listing Read This. It May Help - By l..o..l..a http://forums.ebay.co.uk/thread.jspa?
threadID=1100084977&tstart=40&mod=1183413342416 NEW SELLERS buy a UV pen - By 1samarg http://forums.ebay.co.uk/
thread.jspa?threadID=400134143&tstart=160&mod=1183039793733 International Bidders - By ajcardiac http://forums.ebay.co.uk/
thread.jspa?threadID=1200040756&tstart=240&mod=1182683577899 Finally, I would just like to add as it has been suggested
many times, I do NOT intend to sell this guide, and NEVER will. It has been written to help the community as a whole, and under
UK law is protected by copyright, and by British law under international treaty, so do not plan on even TRYING to sell it, I will
pursue you for it. You can stop reading now......
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